INTRODUCTION
When red blood cells from individuals with sickle cell anemia (S-S) undergo the characteristic shape transformation from biconcave disk to sickle, they lose potassium and gain sodium without appreciable change in total cation content or volume (1) . Experiments using tracer K s indicate that sickling accelerates K influx as well as outflux (2) .
The present paper deals with the effect of sickling on sodium fluxes measured with tracer Na ~4. Measurements of the simultaneous transport of tracer cesium (Cs*) and K ~ in normal and both disk and sickled S-S cells in the presence of various concentrations of K in the suspension medium are also reported.
The results indicate that sickling accelerates both sodium outflux and influx. Cesium enters the normal and disk-shaped S-S cell almost entirely in competition with K. In the sickled cell, however, Cs appears to penetrate both by a competitive and a non-competitive pathway. These results are consistent with the previously formulated hypothesis (2) that sickling (1) accelerates transport of Na, K, and (less efficiently) Cs by a non-diffusion, presumed carrier, process, and (2) opens pathways for the diffusion of all three ions.
Methods
The procedures followed were in general similar to those described in the previous publication (2) . The experimental subjects were a male aged 32 (S.Jy.) and three females aged 10 (V.M.), 17 (V.R.), and 18 (S.Ja.), with proven sickle cell anemia (S-S). The cells of three of these subjects (S.Jy., S.Ja., V.R.) contained at least 95 per cent sickle hemoglobin as estimated by paper electrophoresis (2) . The cells of V.M. contained almost 100 per cent sickle hemoglobin with a trace of fetal hemoglobin, while the cells of a fifth subject, a male aged 17 (N.S.), contained 83 per cent sickle and 17 per cent either normal adult or fetal hemoglobin (measured by Dr. Harvey Itano). It is probable that this patient is a heterozygote for both 55 sickle cell and Mediterranean anemia. His cells showed complete sickllng when incubated in N2.
Experiments Measuring Sodium Transport.--lO0 ml. of fresh sterile heparinized blood was centrifuged at 800 g for 5 minutes, the plasma removed and stored, and the white cells discarded. The red cells were resuspended in a bicarbonate buffer (2) containing 1 to 4 inc. of NaSC1. The resultant ca. 20 per cent cell suspension was then incubated for 2 to 3 hours at 37°C. in 95 per cent 02:5 per cent C02. At the end of this tagging period, the cell suspension was centrifuged and washed twice with buffer solution at 0°C. The cells were then resuspended in a non-radioactive medium, either half-plasma, half-buffer solution or buffer solution alone. The resultant 15 per cent cell suspension was then separated into two flasks, one gassed with 95 per cent 02:5 per cent C02 (disk-shaped), the other with 95 per cent N2:5 per cent CO2 (siclded) and both incubated at 37°C. Samples of cells, medium, and whole cell suspension taken at intervals were analyzed for radioactivity, Na, K, H~O (cells only), pH, glucose, and lactate (whole cell suspension).
Experiments Measuring Simultaneously Cs* and K ~ Transport.--In the experiments on the cells of V.R. and S.Jy., 40 ml. of fresh heparinized blood were diluted with an equal volume of buffer solution (2) containing either 5 or 130 m~ K/liter to make an approximately 10 per cent cell suspension. In the experiments on the cells of N.S. and the normal subject, blood was centrifuged, the plasma and white cells discarded, and the unwashed red cells suspended in buffer solution (2) containing 80 m~ Na, and either 5 na~ K, 55 m~ choline, or 60 m~ K to make a 20 per cent cell suspension. Mter the cell suspension was equilibrated with either 95 per cent N2:5 per cent CO2 or 95 per cent 02:5 per cent CO~, at 37°C. for 1 hour, approximately 0.2 me. KnC1 and 0.1 inc. Cs~C1 (subjects S.Jy., V.R.) or CsluC1 (norreal and N.S.) were added to the flask. Samples of whole cell suspension, cells, and medium taken at intervals were analyzed for radioactivity K, Na, pH (whole suspension), and H20 (cells). Cesium TM or Cs TM radioactivity (half-time -37 and 2.1 years respectively) was determined by scintillation counting the samples after the K ~ (half-time --12.4 hours) had decayed. The results were analyzed essentially as described before (2) . All cell analytical values were corrected for trapped medium, assuming the fraction of the packed cell volume which is trapped medium to be 0.10 for siclded cells and 0.03 for disk-shaped cells (2) . No correction for slowly exchanging Na was applied to the measured values in calculating specific activities and fluxes. Results of all experiments done in N~ were analyzed by the unsteady state method, while the oxygen experiments were analyzed by both unsteady and steady state procedures (2) .
R E S U L T S
The results will be discussed in two sections: (1) the effect of sickling on sodium transport and (2) the relation between the simultaneous uptake of K s and tracer Cs by S-S cells.
The Effect of S@kling on Sodium Transport
When S-S eeUs are incubated in O~, they are dlsk-shaped and maintain sodium metabolism in the steady state (Fig. 1, right side) . Both influx and outflux of sodium are 6.0 ± 1.5 n~[ (liters RBC) X (hours), somewhat larger than the values which have been obtained by others for normal cells; i.e., 3.0 to 3.3 m~x/ (liters RBC) X (hours) (3, 4) . Harris and Prankerd (5) have recently reported that sodium transport is comparably faster than norreal in the cells of individuals with other hemolytic anemias. The cell sodium concentration was also somewhat higher than the normal value. In fact, this (liters RBC) × (hours) on the right hand ordinate, both plotted as a function of time in hours on the abscissa. In the right hand experiment the system was in the steady state with respect to Na and influx equalled outttux. elevation in cell Na concentration is largely responsible for the increased outflux in the disk-shaped S-S cells since the outward rate constant is within the range observed in normal cells (3) (4) (5) (6) .
When the same S-S cells were incubated in Nz, they became sickled and rapidly gained Na (left side of Fig. 1 ). Na influx during the 1st hour of sickling was about four to five times faster than when the cells were disk-shaped. Na outflux was increased two-to threefold by sickling. These fluxes for sickled cells are much faster than those reported for cells of other hemolytic anemias.
During the first 3 hours after sickling, Na influx fell to a value only slightly above outflux and net transport of Na into the cells proceeded more slowly thereafter.
It has been observed that some of the Na in normal human red cells in vitro or in vivo does not exchange, or exchanges only very slowly with extracellular Na (3, 4, 6) . Table I presents evidence that a similar type of heterogeneity exists for S-S cell sodium. The experiments on each cell type were done in two ways. In the first case, non-radioactive cells were placed in a medium The cells of two normal subjects, and 4 patients with S-S (V.M., S.Jy., S.Ja., and N.S.), were incubated at 37°C. for 20 to 24 hours. Cells which had been tagged for 2 to 3 hours were incubated in non-radioactive medium, while unlabelled cells were incubated in tagged
medium. The function ~ (m which X~ is the cell specific activity at the end of the incubation, X ° is the cell specific activity at the start of the incubation, and X, is equilibrium or whole cell suspension specific activity) represents the fractional deviation of the system X~ from isotopic equilibrium. The function 1 --~, represents the deviation of the cell specific activity from the equilibrium specific activity. The numbers in the table are mean values derived from all experiments on each cell type.
containing Na u at zero time. In the second case, cells which had been allowed to incubate for 2 to 3 hours in tagged medium were washed and resuspended in non-radioactive medium at zero time. In both instances, the resultant cell suspensions were allowed to incubate for 20 to 24 hours, at 37°C. prior to making the analyses. The fractional approach of the cell sodium to isotopic equilibrium is represented by the function (X~'4 --X~) in which X~, 4 is the cell X~ --X, specific activity after 24 hours, X ° is the initial cell specific activity, and X, is the equilibrium specific activity (measured from the whole cell suspension). After 20 to 24 hours' incubation of initially untagged cells in a radioactive medium, the sodium in all three cell types had not reached isotopic equili-brium. In all instances, persistence of the initial rate of transfer of tracer would have accomplished complete exchange in 24 hours (see Fig. 2 ). We must therefore conclude that there are two or more exchange rates for sodium in the cell population. Invariably the cells were closer to isotopic equilibrium Fro. 2. Sodium transport in disk-shaped S-S cells. The appearance of Na ~4 in the medium (expressed as 1 -X,,,/X, in whichX~ is the specific activity in the medium and X, is the equilibrium or whole cell suspension specific activity) is plotted on the ordinate as a function of the time in hours on the abscissa. The tagged S-S cells of V.M. were incubated in 95 per cent O2:5 per cent COs at 37°C. in an initially non-radioactive medium. Open circles indicate cells which were preincubated with Na ~ for 2 hours, filled circles, for 4 hours, open triangles, for 8 hours.
represented as X~ ~,, when the isotope was initially in the cells rather than in the medium. Presumably this may be attributed to the fact that the initial specific activity of the slowly exchanging fraction@) of cell sodium was closer to the equilibrium value when the tracer was initially in the cell rather than in the medium. On the other hand, the relative specific activity of the cells (expressed as 1 -X2,4/X, in Table I ) deviated farther from isotopic equilibrium when the tracer was initially in the cells. This apparent paradox is largely referable to the fact that there is about 20 times more sodium in the medium than in the cells. Therefore, the amount of tag remaining to be transferred across the cell surface after, for example, 98 per cent exchange (i.e.
(X*¢ 4 --X,) _ 0.02) is about 20 times greater when the tag is initially in the X~ -X, cells rather than in the medium.
The average value of X~ -X________, for the cells of two patients with congenital -X.
hemolytic ictems 24 hours after injection of Na ~ in r/to was 0.08 (calculated from the data of Gold and Solomon (6)). This figure is comparable to the The values in the table were obtained from the S-S cells of V.M. after 24 hours of incubation in O~ at 37°C. as described in Fig 2. For comparison, simultaneously obtained values on cells from the same subject which were initially unlabelled and were incubated for 24 hours in Na~-rich medium are also included.
values we obtained for normal and S-S cells in vitro with tracer initially in the medium. They found that the specific activity of sodium in normal cells deviated from the equilibrium value to a somewhat greater extent than was observed in the cells of their patients with congenital hemolytic icterus.
Further evidence indicating the heterogeneity of S-S cell sodium is presented in Fig. 2 . Here S-S cells were incubated in radioactive medium for 2, 4, and 8 hours respectively. The cells were then washed and resuspended in non-radioactive medium in O~ at 37°C. The initial rate of appearance of tracer in the medium (expressed as 1 --X,~/Xo in which X,~ is the medium specific activity) was the same in all three cases. Since the system remained in the steady state with respect to carrier sodium, the observation that the curve relating 1 --X, ffXo to time deviates from a single exponential again indicates the presence of more than one sodium transport rate in the S-S cell 24 population. Table II shows the value of the functions 1 --Xc/X, and X~ 4 -X, for these three suspensions of tagged cells 24 hours after resuspension in non-radioactive medium. It is evident that prolonging the tagging period increased the deviation of Xo from X,. Presumably this effect may be attributed to greater labelling of one or more slowly exchanging cell sodium compartments during the longer tagging period.
In the light of these observations, it is clear that normal and S-S cell sodium exchange at two or more different rates. Estimation of the number, size, and exchange rates of such compartments is uncertain even in systems which maintain cell sodium in the steady state; e.g., normal and disk-shaped S-S cells. (For example, the multiexponential character of exchange curves in such systems could just as well be due to a continuous distribution of sodium transport rates in the cell population as to the presence of just two uniformly mixed cell sodium compartments.) This problem is even more difficult in sickled S-S cells in which cell sodium is in the unsteady state. In order to obtain a rough quantitative estimate of the effect of sickling on sodium transport, we have somewhat arbitrarily calculated fluxes during the first several hours of exposure of tagged cells to non-radioactive medium by assuming that all the cell sodium exchanges at the same rate. This decision is perhaps partially justified by the observations summarized in Fig. 2 indicating that the initial rate of appearance of tracer in the medium is essentially the same whether the cells had been tagged for a period of 2, 4, or 8 hours. This would suggest that the slowly exchanging components represent only a small fraction of the total S-S cell sodium.
A further observation of some interest with regard to the state of cell Na is the effect of variations in the medium sodium and potassium concentrations. When either normal or S-S cells were incubated in a medium containing increased K and decreased Na, there was a marked reduction in the cell sodium content (Table III) . This reduction occurred within an hour after suspension of the cells in the high K low Na medium. After the first hour, the cell Na concentration remained fairly constant in normal and oxygenated S-S cells, but increased in sickled S--S cells. The net outward rate of Na transport during the 1st hour exceeds the Na flux measured with Na ~4 in normal cells (3, 4) .
The Relation between Simultaneous Transport of Cesium* and K ~
The results of these experiments are presented in such a way as to show the degree of competition between Cs* and K ~ for entrance into the sick.led S-S cell. Thus, if initial Cs* influx did not involve any competition with K, we may write Cs* influx ~kc, = ~ ~ D'o.
(Cs*).
in which D'cs is a value which is independent of the concentration of potassium in the medium, (K)~. DPc, may vary with the concentration of cesium in the medium (Cs),~ although this is unlikely in our experiments because of the minute amount (0.1 inc./100 ml. cell suspension) of carrier-free Cs ~ or high specific activity Cs TM used. For details see text.
TABLE HI

Relation of Medium Composition to Cell Cations
On the other hand, if cesium enters the sickled cell only in competition with K, we may write
in which G is the competition factor between Cs and K. In this instance, the cesium inward rate constant will decrease with increasing concentrations of K in the medium. However,
ikc8 , = ~ = a (3)
and r is independent of (K)~.
Finally, if both competitive and non-competitive routes exist, we may combine 1 and 3,
Since ~k,~ is known to decrease with increasing (K), in both sickled and unsickled cells (2), r will increase under these circumstances. The results of experiments in which the rates of penetration of K ~ and Cs* in sickled cells were measured simultaneously are presented in Table IV .
TABLE IV
Rdatian of K ~ and Cs* Influx
Cell type The values were obtained during the 1st hour after tagging the medium when the rate of outward transport of tracer was negligible due to the low concentration in the cells. In normal and disk-shaped S-S cells ~kc, was depressed but r increased only slightly when the concentration of K in the medium was increased, indicating that almost all the Cs* enters in competition with K. Siclding increased both ~kc, and ~kK at all external concentrations of K. In sickled cells, ~kc, was also reduced, but r increased markedly when (K)~ was increased, indicating the presence of both competitive and non-competitive pathways for cesium influx in sickled cells. This result was confirmed in two experiments in which K influx was measured in disk and sickled S-S cells in the presence of 0 and 50 m~ Cs/liter medium. Cesium inhibited K influx in cells of both shapes, but the inhibition was quantitatively less in sickled cells.
EFFECTS OF SICKLINO ON ION TRANSPORT. ]I DISCUSSION"
Certain properties of sodium transport in S-S cells may be related to the relative youth of the cell population. This suggestion has been made with regard to the increased exchange rate (5) and decreased "slowly exchangeable" sodium compartment (6) in the cells of individuals with congenital hemolytic icterns. The faster sodium exchange rate in disk-shaped S-S as compared with normal human red cells may have a similar explanation. However, the profound changes in Na transport produced by sickling are far outside the range of reported behavior in other youthful human red cell populations (5).
In the previous paper (2), evidence was adduced in support of the hypothesis that sickling accelerates K transport both by increasing the rate of a non-diffusion, assumed carrier process, and by opening pathways for the diffusion of the ion under the driving force of its electrochemical potential gradient. The results of these experiments on sodium and cesium transport in sickled cells can be interpreted to support this formulation. If sodium transport in the sickled cell were wholly by diffusion, the ratio of inward to outward sodium rate constant should equal the ratio of. outside to inside chloride activity (7, 4, 2) . Table V shows that the observed ratio is invariably far lower than that predicted for diffusion. For comparison, the ratio of inward to outward potassium rate constant in the same subject is included in the table. The K ratio is much higher than the predicted value for diffusion. This analysis indicates that the potassium outflux is too low for diffusion, which might be accounted for by a reduction in the activity coefficient of intracellular K following sickling (2) . However, since the sodium out.flux is too high for diffusion, such an explanation is not tenable for Na. Taken together, the results provide qualitative support for the idea that an appreciable fraction of both K and Na is transported across the S-S cell membrane by a process other than diffusion. However, the flux ratio analysis does not rule out the occurrence of some diffusion of both Na and K. Indeed, since sickling changes the rate constant ratios of both K and Na toward the theoretical value for diffusion, the analysis could be taken to indicate an increased role ~ for this process in cation transport in the sickled cell.
The competitive pathway for cesium influx into normal and both disk and sickled S-S cells may be taken to indicate a carrier pathway. However, since it is entirely possible that restricted diffusion through a condensed phase such as the red cell membrane could also involve competition, the identification of the competitive pathway for cesium penetration with a carrier process, though reasonable, is by no means conclusive. The presence of a noncompetitive route for cesium influx in siclded S-S cells is compatible with the presence of a significant diffusion pathway for the transport of the ion in this cell type. It is interesting to note that Cs does not compete with K for entrance into normal human red cells exposed to 0.3 ~r butanol, where K transport is apparently entirely by diffusion (9) .
Thus the data described in this paper qualitatively support the carrierdiffusion hypothesis for cation transport in the sick.led cell. Rigorous quantitative estimation of the relative importance of these routes is not possible from these data. However, a rough idea of the magnitudes of the two processes may be gained from the following argument.
Let us assume that the entire sodium influx is by diffusion. We may then calculate the inward sodium rate constant for diffusion Na influx
(Na),,, '
and from it, the outward rate constant for sodium diffusion from the relation ,~ (Cl), z~. = -N. CciTt"
We may now calculate the Na outflux by the diffusion route, op~ by, op~ ffi/~.(Na),,
and the outflux by carrier from the difference between diffusion and measured total outflux. The results of such a calculation for disk and sickled S-S cells are shown in Table VI . They indicate that the carrier ou~flux at least doubles when the cell sickles. If part of the Na influx were by carrier, the calculated carrier outfluz would be even more strikingly increased by sickling. For comparison a similar calculation for potassium (assuming the entire outflux to be by diffusion) is included in the table to show that carrier influ:r of K is accelerated by sickling. The quantitative interpretation of the cesium data in terms of the carrierdiffusion hypothesis can be made by assuming that the competitive pathway for cesium influx is entirely v/a a potassium inward carrier process and that the non-competitive pathway is entirely by diffusion. D'c, in Equation 4 is then the inward rate constant for cesium diffusion, while G is the competition factor between K and Cs for the K carrier. Values for these are presented in Table V . Sickling increases Cs influx v/a both the diffusion and the carrier route. The latter is achieved by both an increase in the K carrier influx and an increase in the competition factor between K and Cs.
The presence of competition between K and Cs for transport in normal human red cells was previously suggested by the fact that Cs as7 tends to accumulate in the cells like K ~, although much more slowly (5). Dunham (8) has recently studied simultaneous K ~ and Cs in influx and outflux in normal human red cells suspended in medium containing 4.5 or 130 rn~ K/liter at (2) . While the agreement is far from perfect, the results of these experiments are in general consistent with the carrier-diffusion hypothesis for K and Cs transport in normal human red cells. The failure to demonstrate cesium inhibition of K transport in normal cells (4) may be explained by the low value of G (Table VI) . With the concentrations of cesium and potassium used by Solomon, a reduction of 13 per cent in the K influx would be predicted as compared with the 9 per cent reduction which he observed.
SUMMARY
When the red cells from patients with sickle cell anemia (S-S) were kept in the disk shape by incubation in 02, they maintained cell sodium in the steady state for at least 10 hours. The sodium flux in such cells at 37°C. was 6.0 4-1.5 m.eq./ (liters RBC) X (hours).
When S-S cells were sickled by incubation in N~, sodium outflux increased two-to threefold, while influx increased four-to fivefold and the cells gained net sodium. A small but undetermined fraction of the sodium in disk and sickle shaped S-S cells exchanges at one or more rates which are substantially slower than those calculated here from the initial rate of transfer of tracer from cells to the medium.
The penetration of tracer Cs into normal and both disk and sickled S-S cells was markedly inhibited by increasing the K concentration in the medium, indicating that Cs and K compete for an entrance pathway in all three cell types. The ratio of the inward rate constant for tracer Cs to that for K 42 in normal and disk-shaped S-S cells increased only slightly when the K concentration in the medium was increased, indicating that almost all the Cs entered such cells in competition with K. Sickling accelerated the entrance of tracer cesium into S-S cells. Furthermore, the rate constant ratio increased with increasing external K concentration in sickled cells, suggesting the simultaneous presence of a non-competitive route for cesium influx in this cell type.
The results are interpreted to support the view that sickling (a) accelerates inward transport of K and Cs and outward transport of Na by a non-diffusion, assumed carrier, process and (b) opens pathways for the diffusion of all three ions.
